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VASHON PARK DISTRICT (VPD) BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

MEETING MINUTES 
Teleconference and In person, 7:00 pm 

DATE: Tuesday, January 10, 2023  

 

Commissioners attending: Josh Henderson, Hans Van Dusen, Bob McMahon, Keith Prior, and Sarah George.  

Staff attending: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 

 

ISSUE DISCUSSION AND OUTCOME FOLLOW 

UP 

Call To Order – 
Review Agenda 

Josh called the meeting to order at 7:00 and reviewed the agenda. 
 

 

Public 
Comment 

  

12.13.22 
Minutes; 
November, 
December 2022 
Vouchers; 
1.1.23 – 1.5.23 
Preliminary 
Vouchers 

Bob: Motion to approve the 12.13.22 Minutes; November, December 2022 Vouchers; 1.1.23 – 1.5.23 Preliminary 
Vouchers. 
Sarah: Second 
Pass 5-0 
 

Motion to 
approve the 
12.13.22 
Minutes; 
November, 
December 2022 
Vouchers; 1.1.23 
– 1.5.23 
Preliminary 
Vouchers. Pass 
5-0 
 

Election of 
Officers 

Sarah: I nominate Josh for Chair. 
Josh: I nominate Keith for Vice Chair. 
Sarah: I nominate Bob for Treasurer. 
Sarah: I would like to remain at large. 
Hans: I am happy being secretary. 
Pass 5-0 

 

Board Votes 1) Hans: I move we move to design of an approximate $2.7 million dock including contingency, with an approximately 6’ 
wide walkway to an at least 12’ x 30’ platform at the end in such fashion as improves the environment of the dock. 

Bob: Second 
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Hans: I would like to amend it slightly. I move that VPD moves forward on an approximately $2.7 million replacement 
dock, including the contingency, with a minimum 6’ wide walkway and a minimum 12’ x 30’ end platform, to enhance 
the marine habitat and user opportunities.  
Sarah: I think we should move forward with the dock, because it has an air of feasibility based on all we have discussed. 
My only question now is how we can afford it.  
Hans: The action item before us is the decision to spend money on pursuing the design, which may or may not be 
reimbursed. It is certainly not a decision to build the dock, because there is still so much uncertainty. But we think it is a 
sound enough project to move forward spending money on design. 
Bob: It gives us a framework for discussion. 
Elaine: We talked at the last meeting about the new King County grant, so grant possibilities total $2.5 million. If we’re 
looking at a $2.7 million target, what are your thoughts about the fundraising piece? Keith and I met with Barb McMahon 
about revitalizing the Foundation for that purpose. We need a Board in place with a focus on the THD people relative to 
this project. So what are we thinking? -- $200k? Go for as much as we can? 
Hans: I was thinking fundraising would start 2nd half of this year. At that point we will be better informed by the design. My 
motion says $2.7 million with the contingency and the platform, but it also contradicts the most recent conceptual design. 
I think we need to move further into the design process before establishing the fundraising target.  
Keith: If the engineering firm gets the go-ahead tomorrow, when will they finish the design steps? 
Elaine: I don’t know exactly the timeline. I just know they would do the 30-60-90 design toward DNR approval and 
ultimately permit approval, which triggers all the permitting.  
Keith: If we market this thing, it would be nice to know the actual dollar amount and design. 
Hans: We talked about 4 – 6 months out.  
Elaine: I will confirm that and report at the next meeting. That will be part of what we will discuss as we enter into the 
next part of the contract.   
Josh: That gives us time to get the Foundation up and running. I think it makes sense to move to the next phase of the 
project. I agree with Keith that, once we can provide the public a rendering of what this will look like, that should generate 
more interest. Now, it is somewhat abstract. 
Bob: It will be easier to fundraise and get people interested in the Foundation. 
Keith: Do any of you have an interest in serving on the Foundation Board? 
Bob: I will be associated by default, but I think it is important to get outsiders.  
Sarah: I would be happy to work with you, Keith, on a survey. I think it’s a great way to engage with the community to get 
them interested in fundraising in addition to their wants and needs about the dock.  
Bob: What do you want to learn in a survey? 
Keith: How they have used the dock in the past; how they anticipate using it; are their other uses they would use it for if 
they had the option. What is the breadth of uses? 
Bob: Who would it go out to? 
Keith: I think some specific groups, like the Sportsmans Club.  
Sarah: And we have about 2,000 on our email list? 
Elaine: I’m jumping ahead a bit regarding the Strategic Plan, but a big piece of the RCO requirements is public outreach. 
Maybe we take this opportunity to do a bigger survey, and include THD in it. We should follow the strategies we used with 
the 2016 survey – send out post cards to all households and encourage them to go to a link. That would cost about $5,000. 
Sarah: And post on a Facebook page and Vashonites, etc. We are happy to take that on.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
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Josh: What sort of timeframe are you thinking for a survey? 
Keith: If the design takes about 6 months, it would be nice to have that attached to the survey, so people have a sense of 
what we’re talking about here.  
Hans: I think a community survey on the parks at large and their use and interests/gaps for the updated Strategic Plan – 
yes. And ask some questions about the dock in there – yes. And that will be dictated by the timeline for the Strategic Plan. 
For the dock, I can see where, in the 30-60 design, we will wrestle with some tradeoffs again. I envision that will be a good 
opportunity for the public to weigh in when we’re saying we really want this asset, but we really want to go for a $3.2 mil 
or $2.8 mil. That’s my intuition. Our best community resource there will be the 40 people who emailed us over the past 
couple months. Elaine did an October update; we need a January update – we considered your input, what we decided, 
what the next steps are. Something on the website where you host both those docs. Maybe a doc page on the website 
where we add more in the future. And then, we can send that letter to the people who emailed us – embrace them as the 
dock interested parties – pro and con – “Thanks, we loved hearing from you, hear is what we decided…” Say our next step 
is fundraising 2nd half of the year.  
Sarah: I see the survey for THD being about the design. Perhaps at the next meeting we can discuss what we want to 
know. What do we want to know from this survey? What would be its purpose? 
Hans: For me, today, I am less informed about what I want to know from the survey than I will be on March 10. I wouldn’t 
bother doing it today. We heard a lot from folks. Now I want to wait and see what the design challenges are.  
Bob: On the design, we have a pretty good idea where we are going. The money is a big part of this. Will we have enough 
users – people who really want and use the dock – to be doing this at all is one of my big questions. Are there enough 
people who will come up with the money? What will we do if we don’t come up with the money? The question nobody 
has been asked is their willingness to pay for it.  
Sarah: I would like to know what is their balance point of value? If you voted on a bond, how much would you be willing to 
approve? 
Elaine: I think it is dangerous to even ask that question about a bond. We know there isn’t a lot of appetite for that, and 
I’m afraid you will scare people away. 
Josh: I agree with Hans on the timing piece. I think you can ask about a bond once you have a design to show and ask 
about. 
Sarah: Maybe leave it open. If you were to contribute money, at what level would you be able to contribute? 
Bob: I don’t remember anyone saying they are happy to contribute. 
Sarah: I have spoken to people who say they think $400k is doable.  
Bob: I don’t know when this enters the picture, but what happens if we don’t get these grants? 
Keith: We won’t have the resources to do anything.  
Motion: Pass 5-0 
Elaine: Liz, are you planning to do a story about this? At the last meeting we discussed community follow-up, and one of 
the questions was if there was a BC article, are we satisfied with that level of community update? 
Liz: Yes, I will do an article. 
Hans: Liz, your stories have been great. I think the need from the Board is to let folks know where we are. We can also 
send a note for Liz’s story.  
Liz: I think commentary from the Board would be helpful for the readers. Your own words and vision – in next week’s 
paper. 
Josh: I will co-write it with Hans. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
 
 
Motion that VPD 
moves forward 
on an 
approximately 
$2.7 million 
replacement 
dock, including 
the contingency, 
with a minimum 
6’ wide walkway 
and a minimum 
12’ x 30’ end 
platform, to 
enhance the 
marine habitat 
and user 
opportunities.  
Pass 5-0 
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Hans: And on future public outreach, we’ll figure out what works – if we have a committee. 
Josh: KPFF is supposed to do a public meeting, right? 
Elaine: We talked about not doing that to save money, since we already have so much public input. They will do a few 
Zoom meetings with us. We have already done a couple big public meetings.  
Bob: I think it would add confusion. We can put a big poster/design on the wall. 
 
2) Hans: Motion to adopt the 2023 Fee Schedule. Effective January 1, but it allows for the transition process. 
Keith: Second 
Elaine: The only thing different from the last meeting is the updated pool fees. Randy is okay with it not being round 
numbers.  
Bob: It does not have the family fee.  
Elaine: I sent notice of this to all the sport group leadership 12/21. Did not receive a single response.  
Pass 5-0 
Sarah: I wonder if we should have a formula for increases going forward? 
Josh: I think there is a policy that says increases should be 5%, and the Board can take it up as it wants.  
Sarah: I think changing it right now makes sense, but I prefer a larger increase but less often. 
Josh: I don’t think we need something that dictates when it goes up as long as it is revisited every so often. 
Elaine: The policy says that I make a recommendation every year at budget time.  
Hans: I think it’s good that the expectation is we do 5% every year, but we can choose not to.  
Sarah: I like that we can choose not to.  

 
 
 
Motion to adopt 
the 2023 Fee 
Schedule. 
Effective January 
1, but it allows 
for the transition 
process. 
Pass 5-0 
 
 

Levy Elaine: At the last meeting we discussed an April 25, 2023 levy run. Just to reiterate, 2/24/23 is the last day to file; 
resolutions due; explanatory statement & committee appointment form due; 2/28 – pro/con statements due. 
We really should formally decide by next meeting, so I can get the committee formed and the documents written for you 
to approve over the next two meetings. In other words, make a motion to run the levy for April 25. I can have the 
statements prepared for the next meeting.  
Bob: Does the motion include the rate? We discussed 45 cents, but that is a big increase from where we are. 
Elaine: You can certainly wait on the motion if you wish to discuss this further. I just need you to move quickly on this, so it 
doesn’t sneak up on us.  
Bob: We can make the motion with the rate but discuss it further next meeting. Motion to run the 2024 – 2027 levy ballot 
measure for April 25 at a rate of 45 cents per $1,000. It is a monumental increase over where we are now.  
Hans: It is good for us to get our heads around it, but we did incorporate this into our 6 year capital plan. We can discuss it 
next meeting. It is the same as what we passed 4 years ago, but it goes down through the cycle. The 1% doesn’t keep up 
with inflation, so you have to catch up at some point.  
Bob: Plus the increase in home values.  
Josh: Are you concerned about people seeing the number and having sticker shock? 
Bob: That, and betrayal. We’re not mentioning it to anybody. 
Hans: Transparency. 
Elaine: But we do! We do a post card going out to every household that specifically says what it is going to cost them. 
Bob: I don’t want to get caught and have it fail because we weren’t straight forward. 
Hans: We want to be straight forward and sensitive to the affordability to the community as well as what we need to do to 
preserve our assets going forward.  

 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 

Motion to run 
the 2024 – 
2027 levy ballot 
measure for 
April 25 at a 
rate of 45 cents 
per $1,000. 
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Hans: Second. Let’s have some discussion next time – look at last 5 years and future five years, both in terms of levy rate 
and dollars.  
Sarah: Have there been years where there was a negative response to a levy? 
Elaine: In 2019, we attempted to go to 52 cents, which came off the 2016 survey where people said they were supportive 
of all the projects we needed to address. And they said they were willing to pay for it. But the 52 cent ask failed. There was 
a former board member who advocated against it, saying it was too much money. He was supportive of the 45 cent rate.  

Action Item 
 
 

Strategic Plan Elaine: As explained last year, we need an updated Strategic Plan for our RCO grants. The requirement is that the plan 
must be in place at the time the RCO funding board meets to consider our grant proposal and be in place for 6 six years – 
2024 - 2030. Also, the plan’s purpose should include any activity for which we are seeking a grant. For example, if we 
submit a parks and recreation plan without goals for habitat conservation, the plan eligibility would be good only for 
recreation grants and not for habitat conservation. 
I recommend we call this a “Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Comprehensive Plan,” because that covers all the bases of 
parks, recreation, and ecological preservation like ivy remediation (so that is the open space piece). It is also what cities 
and counties are required to do, so we may as well follow that model.  
I provided for you the elements that the plan needs to have. I went through our Strategic Plan and lined up what we have 
done and what we need to do going into this.  
Element 1 is Goals and Objectives, which starts with mission, vision, and values. Are you interested in updating these? 
Hans: When we changed things recently, we added equity pieces. Was that by one of our policies? 
Elaine: It was not driven by policy. We just felt we should add DEI. I ask the Board to look at these to see if you’re good 
with them. Then there are the goals and subsequent objectives -- I would ask you to look at the Principle Goals in the 
Executive Summary and the specific goals in Chapter 5. That’s the gist of what you need to focus on. I would suggest we 
keep this as an agenda item regularly. 
Element 2 – I will do the inventory – Chapters 3 and 4. That needs to identify what they are and their condition – which I 
have done with the last plan. I’ll need to add the report on projected annual maintenance and operational costs. And also 
the capacity of the inventory. 
Element 3 is the public involvement. I brought this up relative to the survey. This is a big deal. It seems to be a Keith and 
Sarah thing. They should review the past survey. 
Hans: What did we do before? 
Elaine: We spent $30k on a consultant. 
Bob: That showed us what a survey should look like, but I think we can do as well or better. The tools are out there to 
make it easy. 
Sarah: We can use Survey Monkey. 
Elaine: I’ll send you the last survey. In the Strategic Plan, we can also speak to the public meetings we had for THD, 
because we have to speak to that as one of our goals. For example, one of the goals can be: We want more water-related 
recreational activities that are more accessible. Objective: We want to refurbish the THD.  
Hans: So we’re not hiring someone to do the plan? 
Elaine: No. I wrote the last one. It just needs to be updated. Demand and Needs Analysis is done is Chapter 2. Capital 
Improvement is Chapter 6. Then last is adoption. 
Bob: Should we be updating goals for the Board? 
Elaine: You certainly can. 
Josh: We can include our user groups as public outreach, right? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
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Elaine: Absolutely! If you feel meetings you have attended apply to any of the goals, document those and send them to 
me. And go through the needs assessment to add what your user groups want, documenting the meetings that informed 
that.  
For me, timeline wise, I am up to my eyeballs in bid docs right now, so I will not start on this for another month or so. But I 
would like to keep discussing this regularly at meetings.  
Hans: That sounds good. We should move it along, but we do have all year. Please sound out Word versions of the items 
we should address.  We will also look through the Inventory chapter and identify needs.  

 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 

Staff Reports Point Robinson King Tide Flood  
Elaine: You saw the photos. Enduris is covering it, but the process is frustrating. We must find like-capacity replacements. 
We are closed for the month due to the furnaces, hot water heaters, and appliances all being trashed. Insulation was 
trashed. The furnaces are a public works project, and that is a lot of work. We canceled all reservations for January. 
Bob: It seemed to come through the doors. Can we do anything about that? 
Elaine: We also must mitigate against future floods. The deductible for this is $1,000 for each house. Future deductibles 
will be $250,000. We have asked the Coast Guard if we can create a concrete lip around the doorways and/or installing 
sealed doors (still awaiting their response). We are also considering putting everything on platforms or hanging from the 
rafters.  
Hans: And to the Coast Guard, give them a deadline. 
Bob: “Until otherwise directed, this is what we’re doing.” 
Elaine: That leads to the summer Point Robinson projects – they still need to approve all those, and it is critical that they 
do it soon, so we can line this all up for summer.  
Hans: What are the consequences of us doing something without their approval? 
Elaine: I don’t know. It’ so silly, because these are all things we have to do.  
Bob: Did the septic tanks fill? 
Elaine: No doubt. I notified the septic designers. They said the new tanks are concrete so will not pop out. There isn’t 
much they can do about them filling. 
Bob: Is the foundation wall high enough, so water isn’t coming over the foundation? 
Elaine: Yes. Those basements seem to be built for this reason.  
Bob: Maybe we consider tankless hot water heaters? They can be mounted high on the wall. Or a mini split for the 
heating. 
Elaine: I have to get quotes for straight replacements. I will also get quotes for add ons with a mandatory site visit. 
Hans: There are rebates on heat pumps. They are expensive. 
 
Capital Project status  
Elaine: 

• Wingehaven – extended through March 31 to fill the whole contract. 

• Inspiration Point Wall – underway. Keith must fill out a volunteer packet before doing the view clearing.  

• Pt Rob Lighthouse decking – will be end of Feb. 

• Pt Rob septic – design approved by KC and bid docs ready. Awaiting CG approval of design. 

• Timing on Pt Rob septic is critical. I am working on bid docs for other projects with that in mind. We have blocked 
reservations from mid July to mid September. While closed, we will: 
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o Replumb the houses from the basement to the first floor 
o Replace windows in QA 
o Exterior painting 
o Regrade parking lots and do asphalt overlay on the road (remove asphalt from upper lot; too expensive to 

repave) 
o Putting the floor refinish and bath remodel on hold until after September – will do in the fall or winter 

when slow. Reason – 4Culture grant for $30k – can also remodel the kitchen with one contractor through 
KCDA or the state. 

• $100k Pool grant – thermal cover, etc underway 

• Mixing valve replacement underway 
 
Ski School  
Elaine: 30 season riders, 14 drop-ins. Budgeted for 45. Just one bus. Over the past 10 years, registration has steadily 
dropped every year. Last year, we had 34. No Ski School in 2021 due to COVID; 2020 – 45; 2019 – 61; 2018 – 72. We used 
to average around 90. We suspect the drop is due to the expense.  
Hans: Can we do anything about the ticket prices? 
Elaine: No, we have tried getting discounts.  
Josh: Do we advertise financial assistance to defray the cost? 
Elaine: We do.  
Hans: Do we offer discounted discounts? 
Elaine: No. We just offer the bus. They buy the tickets on their own. We could consider subsidizing the ticket price as 
scholarships.  
 
Sarah: I am on a committee at the Horse Park to put in stalls, partially funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 
The current stalls have deteriorated. It will need Board approval.  
Elaine: Abby Antonelis also reached out to me about this project. She wants to get together next week. You might want to 
coordinate. I’ll need you to get a proposal together to take to the Board.  
Sarah: Do you have the Master Plan?  
Elaine: I can send it to you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 

Adjourn 
8:15 pm 

Hans: Motion to adjourn 
Bob: Second 
Pass 5-0 

 

Minutes by: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 


